A PILOT STUDY: VITAL METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
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Abstract. A pilot study represents a vital step for conducting a full-fledged study soundly. In fact, a well-conducted pilot study can help the researchers to design a clear road map they can follow. Conducting a pilot study professionally, however, involves vital quantitative methodological issues (i.e., Back-Translation, Missing Data, Normality, and Reliability) the researchers had better take into account when conducting the pilot study and before embarking the main one. Unfortunately, such issues are neglected in many researches as well as barely addressed together in a one work in research papers. From the literature and the experience, the present work aims to address the most recommended practices of such methodological issues providing at the same time the best practices for new researchers and scholars alike, with a view to reduce the loss of suffered by research community when such issues and practices remain unpublished together. Suggestions and thoughts were also demonstrated in this work for further researches. Finally, the importance of such research for business sector was also demonstrated in this work.
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Introduction

A pilot study represents a cornerstone of a good research design. In fact, a pilot study is an essential initial step in a research and this applies to all types of research studies. The term of pilot study, however, is defined as “a small-scale test of the methods and procedures to be used on a large scale …” (Porta 2008). On the other hand, there is little published guidance with respect to the sample size required for pilot studies. The study of Billingham et al. (2013) mentioned that even though all studies should have a sample size justification, some kinds of studies do not need to have a sample size calculation. Their studies, however, concluded that a formal sample size calculation for pilot studies may not be appropriate. Generally, 10–20% of the main sample size is a reasonable number for conducting a pilot study (Baker 1994).

Mainly, the importance of the pilot study lies in improving the quality and the efficiency of the main study. Put another way, a pilot study can be used to reveal some logistics issues before embarking the main study, which pilot study results can inform feasibility and identify modifications needed in the main study. There are also other reasons to conduct a pilot study, for example but not limited to, checking the words and statements of the used scales, refining the scales items, developing scales items and research plan, and collecting preliminary data are indeed some examples for conducting a pilot study. In this regard, even though conducting a pilot study provides us with limited information comparison with the main study and does not guarantee success in the latter, but it does increase the likelihood. A one thing the researchers should pay attention that a pilot study is not a hypothesis testing study. Leon et al. (2011), however, mentioned that the main purpose of conducting a pilot study is examining the feasibility of the intended approach the researchers will use in the main study. Generally, a pilot study can be used as a small version of a full-scale study or trial run in
However, the present work believes that addressing a pilot study is an interesting and important topic amongst the researchers. Furthermore, many researchers disregard conducting a pilot study since it includes quantitative methodological issues (i.e., Back-Translation, Missing Data, Normality, and Reliability) which need long time to look at deeply, especially, for the researchers who are not well-established in research methods. Therefore, many of those researchers consider looking at such issues as obstacle itself and may be overwhelming and time-consuming, so they disregard conducting such issues of the pilot study and move to conduct the main study indifferently to the importance of pilot study. The present work, however, believes that discarding such issues will give misleading results, so it strongly recommends that the researchers had better deal with such issues before investing a lot of time, money, and effort in the main study. In fact, the present work believes that conducting a pilot study first will help the researchers to not sticking with the results they cannot change, and to manage then the main study more flexibility.

On the other hand, such of methodological issues are barely addressed together in one work, especially, for researches which use survey as the main tool to collect data (e.g., Social, Business, Management, and behavioural researches). Therefore, the present work aims to address the most important methodological issues together and trying hard to give the researchers, especially for those who are not well-established in research method and thirsty for such issues, the best recommended practices when conducting a pilot study and before conducting the main one. It is also aims to provide those researchers applicable insights a view to reduce the loss of suffered by research community when such issues remain unpublished in a one work. Further recommendations and suggestions are also demonstrated in this work for those researchers to avoid the research problems they usually face, especially, for those who are using similar methods. Therefore, the present work tried hard to address such methodological issues in an understandable way which helps those researchers to apply easily and to avoid the researcher problems then.

1. A pilot study: be smart and do its parts
   1.1. Back-translation: a base for a better case

Data represents the lifeblood of a research. It helps us to understand the real world well through connecting the theory to practice. Therefore, the researchers should handle with data carefully and honestly, especially, when collecting, analyzing and interpretation. However, there are different ways to collect data (e.g., questionnaire, interviews, observations, diaries and journals). Questionnaire is one of the most widely used data-gathering instruments in many fields including Business, Management, Market Research, Psychology and Sociology. On the other hand, the researchers usually face matter when they want to use an original questionnaire in a different language. In this case, the researchers should translate the questionnaire to the target language professionally. At the same time, we cannot assume that the translated questionnaire or items are simply valid due to the translation process. Therefore, a data collection instrument, not only questionnaire, must be validated. In this situation, Griffee (2012) defined valid that the translated items would be understood in a way similar to the way intended by the questionnaire maker. Based on the experience, the present work strongly agrees with that grasp since it believes that the translation process does not only lie in literally translation, but also in translating the meaning and the intention of the original data collection instrument. Therefore, translation process is an important and critical step the researchers should take into account.

Reviewing the related literature, the present work finds Back-Translation is an effective technique for translation of a data collection instrument. Generally, Back-Translation is considered the first step the researcher should take into account especially when conducting a research of the pilot study or even the main one, and particularly when using original questionnaire in a different language. However, two bilingual experts, who are preferred to be familiar with the content of the material of a data collection instrument, should work on this kind of translation, that one translating from the source to the target language, while the second blindly translating back from the target to the source (Brislin 1970). On this point, that study recommends that if the two source language versions are not identical, a researcher can then consult with the two bilingual experts for revising purpose.

According the experience, the present recommends that the researchers asking two bilingual professors, that the first one, who translating from the source to the target, is a specialist in the source language and particularly familiar with the terminology of the area covered by the instrument, while the second one, who blindly translating back from the target to the source, is a specialist in the material of a data collection instrument itself. Following such way, the present work believes that Back-Translation technique will not only be an effective technique, but also an efficient one. Put another way, following such way will give the researchers better results and reduce revising process, if any. In any case, translation does not represent a short-cut validation solution. Therefore, translation results must also be piloted and analyzed.
1.2. Missing data: better to manage, not to damage

Once the collected data is ready to handle, the researchers often face some issues regarding missing data. In fact, missing data is one of the most important methodological issues a pilot study or even the main one includes. Moreover, without handling the missing data, neither the pilot study nor the main study works well.

However, before addressing the topic of missing data, researchers who usually use a questionnaire as a data collection instrument face issue regarding the items which need to be reversed-scored. Most of the items usually are phrased to have the same oriented, while other items are phrased in the reverse. In this situation, the researchers need to reverse score those few items to make them comparable to the majority of items. For example, in the questionnaire, which uses Likert scale ranging from 1 (“Strongly disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly agree”), the researcher wants the items, which need to reverse-scoring, to turn into the appropriate opposite (i.e., 1’s into 5, 2’s into 4, 3’s into 3, 4’s into 2, and 5’s into 1). The present work, however, recommends that the researchers must reflect the items, which need to be reversed-scored, prior to handling and replacing missing values.

Returning to the missing data, researchers can find that such issue is a common problem in a research. It clearly appears when the researchers use paper-based instrument for collecting data (e.g., questionnaire or survey). The researchers may also face the issue of missing data even when using web-based instrument, as the respondents may be unable to complete the questionnaire or survey due to server crash or a browser freeze, which results missing data. However, Kang (2013) recommends researchers that the best solution to the missing data is to maximize the data collection when the study protocol is designed and the data collected. Then, the researchers should only use the sophisticated statistical techniques after the maximal effort have been employed to reduce the missing data in the design and prevention techniques.

On the other hand, Bennett (2001) mentioned that if the effect of missing data is not taken into account, the results of the statistical analyses will be biased and the amount of variability in the data will not be correctly estimated. In other words, the researcher had better handle missing data before starting in the analyses since they can have a significant effect on the conclusions that can be drawn from the collected data. In addition, the way the researcher deals with missing data relies on some issues (e.g., how much data is missing, the kind of missing data, and the reasons of “missing data”).

There is no, however, consensus with respect to the percentage of missing data that becomes problematic. When Schafer (1999) recommends 5% as the cutoff, Bennett (2001) claims that more than 10%, the missing data becomes problematic, while others recommend 20% as cutoff (Peng et al. 2006). Whatever the percentage of missing values is, the present work believes that the most important point the researcher should also take into account is checking the pattern of missing data to see then how they can handle.

According to the reviews, there are three kinds of missing data (i.e., Missing Completely At Random “MCAR”, Missing At Random “MAR”, and Missing Not At Random “MNAR”). With MCAR data, there are no patterns in the missing data and the missing values are not related to any variables of the study (Bennett 2001). This implies that there are no systematic reasons for missingness. In other words, missing completely at random (MCAR) data is not intentionally process by the respondent. Schafer and Graham (2002), however, claimed that MCAR is an important special case of missing at random (MAR). With Missing At Random (MAR) data “the most frequently seen in practice”, the missing data are related to another variable in the data set but is not related to the variable of interest itself (Allison 2001). However, with missing not at random (MNAR) data, the missing data are related to the values of the variable of interest itself. Unlike missing completely at random (MCAR), missing not at random (MAR) attributed to systematic reasons for missingness. Put another way, missing not at random is intentionally process by the respondent. Missing not at random (MNAR) is the most difficult case to model for. However, the present work strongly recommends that the researchers had better use a Little’s MCAR test, an omnibus statistical test, to find out whether or not the data are missing completely at random. In general, if the P value for this test is more than 5%, then this indicates the data are missing completely at random (MCAR). Otherwise, the data are either missing at random (MAR) or missing not at random (MNAR). The researcher should note that such test is looking at the data set as a whole, not the individual variables. In addition, the present work also strongly recommends that the researchers had better statistically test the relations between observed variables and missing values through using a dummy variable. In this method, the researcher simply creates a dummy variable for each missing and nonmissing data set. If the dummy variable, the missingness one, is associated to other variables, then the pattern of data is missing at random (MAR). However, applying those two methods together (i.e., Little’s MCAR test and the dummy variable) will help the researcher to determine accurately the kind of missing data. Therefore, the present work strongly recommends that the researchers had better apply these two ways.

However, once the researchers determine the kind of the missing data, they should handle them correctly. There are some techniques for handling missing data in a research, which lay in imputation methods (i.e., nonstochastic
imputation methods including: mean imputation, regression imputation, and pattern-matching imputation “i.e., hot-deck and cold-deck imputations”; & stochastic imputation methods including: stochastic regression imputation, Expectation Maximization “EM”, Full Information Maximum Likelihood “FIML”, and Multiple Imputation “MI”), and deletion methods (i.e., Listwise, Pairwise). Note that such of those methods, except multiple imputation, fall under single imputation group.

It is no secret that deletion methods are generally not recommended for handling missing data; however, imputation methods are alternative methods. On the other hand, not all techniques of the latter are effective. For example, when mean imputation, which assumes that data are missing completely at random (MCAR), produces biased means with data that are missing at random (MAR) or missing not at random (MNAR) and underestimates variance and covariances, regression imputation produces unbiased means with data that MCAR or MAR, but still produces biases in the variances and covariances; while pattern-matching imputation still suffer from problems (Schlomer et al. 2010).

From another standpoint, stochastic imputation methods are effective methods for handling missing data. For example, expectation maximization (EM), which is one of maximum likelihood (ML) approaches, provides “unbiased and efficient” parameters (Graham et al. 2003). Even though expectation maximization provides unbiased and efficient parameters, but it does not provide standard errors and confidence intervals. Multiple imputation (MI), however, provides accurate standard errors and therefore good for inferential conclusions. While, multiple imputation technique is more comprehensive than expectation maximization, it is the most complex of stochastic imputation method so far (Schlomer et al. 2010). Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML), however, represents an alternative efficient stochastic imputation technique, as it produces unbiased results and estimates accurate standard error and confidence interval by retaining the sample size as well as it products similar results to each of EM and MI (Enders, Bandalos 2001; Olinsky et al. 2003). From another standpoint, while scholars consider that FIML is an efficient technique and one of the preferred methods for handle missing data (Enders, Bandalos 2001; Schlomer et al. 2010), others believe that MI is probably most promising, because of its theoretical and distributional underpinnings, while FIML is a direct model-based method for estimating parameters in the presence of missing data and does not actually impute the missing data (Olinsky et al. 2003). However, full information maximum likelihood (FIML) is a superior method comparing to multiple imputation (MI), as its ability to manage missing data and conduct analyses in one-step, as well as it is a superior method comparing to expectation maximization (EM), as its ability to estimate accurate standard errors and confidence intervals by retaining the sample size. Therefore, FIML has distinct advantages over both of MI and EM (Schlomer et al. 2010).

Putting together, knowing each of the percentage of missing data, the kind of such data, and kind of the most techniques for handling missing data including its pros and cons, the present work can provide the researchers generally different points of view for handling missing data. From the conservative point of view, the present work recommends that the researchers should use stochastic single imputation, expectation maximization (EM) technique, when the missing data are missing completely at random (MCAR) or missing at random (MAR) and when the percentage of missing data is less than 5%. On this point, EM is the most preferred technique of single imputation methods, as in other methods the variance and standard error are reduced and the chance for Type II errors increases. However, when the percentage of missing data more than 5%, the researchers should use then multiple imputation (MI) technique. From another standpoint, Schlomer et al. (2010) believe that both of multiple imputation (MI) and full information maximum likelihood (FIML) techniques can provide acceptable estimations of regression coefficients and standard errors when the data are missing completely at random (MCAR) or missing at random (MAR) and the percentage of missing data is 10% and 20%. Eekhout et al. (2013) recommend multiple imputation (MI) when the percentage of missing data more than 25%. However, even though the researcher could use both of multiple imputation (MI) and full information maximum likelihood (FIML) for handling missing data, MI is the most promising technique when data are missing not at random (MNAR) represents in Heckman’s (1979) method (Heckman 1979).

However, the present work invites the interested researchers to refer to other related literature that deeply address techniques for handling missing data (Allison 2001; Schafer, Graham 2002; Olinsky et al. 2003; Rubin et al. 2007; Buhi et al. 2008; Graham 2009; Schlomer et al. 2010).

1.3. Normality: unfortunately, the forgotten assumption by many researchers

Many researchers consider that checking normality is not that important issue when conducting a pilot study. The present work, however, believes that checking normality is also one of the most important quantitative methodological issues the researchers should take into account when conducting the pilot and the main study.

It is known that a normal distribution looks like a symmetric bell-shaped curve, and the mean and variance (variability) are the two main keys to define the normal distribution. But, many researchers disregard the fact that the sample size plays a role in the normality. Under statistical
Inference, when the sample size increases, the distributions will close to the normal. Krithikadatta (2014) mentions that when the sample size increases to 25, the distribution is beginning to conform the normal curve and becomes normally distributed when sample size is 30. Therefore, the researchers should be careful when determining the normality, especially when conducting a pilot study, since they generally will have a small sample size comparing to the main study.

Generally, the importance of normality lies in that most of the statistical tests, called parametric tests, rely upon the assumption that the data is normal distribution. Those tests increase the chances of finding significant results. Otherwise, the researchers should use non-parametric tests when the data is not normal distribution. However, there are ways for checking the normality including eyeball tests (e.g., histogram and normal Q-Q plot), descriptive statistics, and conducting certain statistical tests (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk tests).

Warner (2008) mentions that using histogram for checking the normality is a sufficient way in most situations, which such way probably works for sample size from 25 to 30 or more but not for smaller. From the present work’s perspective, checking the normality by examining the shape of histogram can cause confusion for many researchers, since in fact there are infinitely different distributions shapes that may be normal (Bump 1991).

However, descriptive statistics (i.e., Mean, Median, Mode, & Skewness and Kurtosis) is also an easy and good way to check the normality. In fact, when the mean, median, and mode are the same or similar, the distribution is normal. In practice, when the mean, median, and mode are close, the distribution is within the normal range. In addition, skewness and kurtosis within ±2.0 (Cameron 2004). From another standpoint, West et al. (1996) proposed a reference, Satorra-Bentler statistics, of substantial departure from normality as an absolute skewness value <2 and an absolute kurtosis <7. According to the experience, the present work, believes that descriptive statistics is an effective solution for checking the normality for both of small and large sample sizes, especially, when using skewness and kurtosis.

On the other hand, using statistical tests such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk tests is another way for checking the normality. While Elliott and Woodward (2007) recommends using Shapiro-Wilk test for only sample size less than 50, Garson (2012) recommends using Shapiro-Wilk test form small to medium sample size up to N = 2000, and using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for larger sample. However, when a p-value is 0.5 or less, the distribution is not normal. From another standpoint, the researchers should be aware that Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality are not always work well since they are not sensitive enough at low sample size or overly sensitive to large sample sizes and then give us misleading results. The present work strongly tends to agree with that standpoint according to the initial results of ongoing work the present paper work on, which its pilot study is 23. The present work, however, invites the researcher to refer to some resources with respect to using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Shapiro-Wilk tests for small sample sizes (see Razali, Wah 2011).

However, the present work believes that using more than one way for checking the normality (e.g., Comparing Mean, Median, and Mode; using Skewness and Kurtosis; and examining carefully the histograms) will generally put the researchers on the safe side and particularly for pilot studies purpose. The present work, however, invites the researchers to refer for other sources since there are several ways for checking the normality and the present work cannot mention all in this paper (see Fisher skewness and kurtosis coefficients in Pett 1997; Brown’s two standard errors of skewness in Brown 1997; Cramer, Howitt 2004; Garson 2012; Field 2013).

In the context of talking about normality, the present work stresses on two related topics, outliers and data transformation, even though the present work intentionally putted them off to talk about at first. Outliers are extreme values comparing with the rest of the data. Generally, some researchers simply remove the outliers to render their data normal. The present work, however, does not recommend removing the outliers since such topic is subjective. In addition, removing outliers will not result pure data. Moreover, outliers may be in reality valid data (e.g., form simply opinions) in some researches (e.g., social or behavioural research) and the researchers should not easily remove such data without knowing the main reasons behind such outliers. Over and above, removing outliers may be cumbersome and sometimes overwhelming. When using descriptive statistics (i.e., mean, median, and mode) for checking the normality with the presence of outliers, the present work strongly recommends that the researchers compare the mode and the median and not rely on the mean since the outliers have effect on mean.

Data transformation, however, is also another topic the present work stresses. Data transformation means transform the non-normal data to normal. The present work also does not recommend data transformation since such process will result neither pure data nor honest data. From the point of view of the present work, the researchers have some solutions to deal with the non-normal data. Leave the data as it, and conducting non-parametric tests; or conducting robust statistics, which are just as powerful as parametric tests but account for non-normal data. However,
the present work invites the researchers to refer to sources, which addresses such topic (see Hoaglin et al. 1983; Tabachnick, Fidell 2007; Howell 2007).

1.4. Reliability: your way to go ahead confidently

One of the most common mistakes quite a few researchers do is using validated questionnaire or survey but skipping the issue of reliability checking. In fact, reliability is an essential issue the researchers should take into account when conducting the pilot or/and the main study even if they use questionnaires which established before.

However, reliability of a measure ensures consistent measurement cross time and across the various items in the instruments (Bajpai, S. R., Bajpai, R. C. 2014). Deeply, reliability can be expressed in terms of the stability and the consistency (homogeneity), which the instrument measures the concept and helps to assess the goodness of a measure (Sekaran, Bougie 2010).

The method of Test-Retest Reliability is a way the researcher could use to ensure consistent measurement across time. According to such method, the researcher should repeat the same measure on the same respondents after some time (e.g., few days, weeks or even months). Parallel-Form Reliability is also other method to ensure the stability of a measure over time. According to such method, the researchers should use two comparable sets of measures addressing the same construct, but including different order or sequence of questions or sometimes including changing wording of items at second time.

On the other hand, the consistency, which indicates to the homogeneity of items in the scale that measure the same construct, could be examined through some methods (e.g., Inter-Item Consistency and Split-Half Reliability). Cronbach’s alpha and Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR-20) are ways of Inter-Item Consistency. However, the present work will focus on Cronbach’s alpha since such method can be used for both binary-type and large-scale data, while KR-20 can be used only for dichotomous response scales (i.e., True/False; Yes/No). On this point, the present work invites the researchers to refer to the related sources for such purpose (see Kuder, Richardson 1937). On the other hand, while Split-Half Reliability reflects the correlations between two halves of an instrument, the two subsets of items which already were as a one single test, Cronbach’s alpha reflects the mean of all the possible split-half reliability estimates of an instrument. As a result, Cronbach’s alpha is highly recommended over these two methods.

Generally, Cronbach’s alpha is the most common measure for checking reliability (Field 2005). In fact, the researchers can find, through reviewing the literatures, that Cronbach’s is the most commonly used in many disciplines, especially, when studies addresses multiple Likert-type scales in Business, industrial and social psychological research.

However, Cronbach’s alpha is most appropriately used when the items measure different substantive area within a single construct (Tavakol, Dennick 2011). In other words, Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of the internal consistency of a scale, which describes the degree to which all the items of scale measure the same construct. Deeply, it is assumed that alpha test should minimize the measurement error, the bias that occurs when the used scale does not measure what it intended to measure. In addition, it is assumed that there is no high correlation between measurement errors and true scores, observed scores minus measurement errors, and errors scores are random and uncorrelated with each other. In practice, such assumption cannot be fully met. It is also assumed that items of the used scale must be essentially tau equivalent even though that perfect essentially tau-equivalence is seldom achieved (Cortina 1993).

Apart from essential tau-equivalence and uncorrelated errors, normality is also assumption of alpha (Sheng, Y., Sheng, Z. 2012). Moreover, Cronbach’s alpha assumes unidimensionality, so when using multiple-dimensional scales, the researchers should compute Cronbach’s alpha for each subscale as well as the entire scale. On this point, the present work stresses that when using scale that reflects different dimensions but not determined and defined yet, the researchers should first run a test such as a principle components analysis (PCA) to check the items and its own dimensions. However, such test does not work for pilot study purposes since factor analysis needs large sample size. From another standpoint, the present work recommends using Cronbach’s alpha when the researcher composes a new scale and needs to check the overall reliability for a set of items, since such test describes the degree to which all the items of scale measure the same construct. However, when designing a new scale, the present work recommends that the researchers should first back to the related reviews of the intended scale to define the construct well. For understanding the topic of survey research design clearly and deeply, the present work invites the researchers to refer to the related sources (Griffée 2012).

Within this context, there are deep discussions with respect to the acceptable value of Cronbach’s alpha amongst researchers. However, Griffée (2012) mentioned that a typical guideline is that 0.3 at the threshold, 0.5 or higher is adequate, and 0.7 or higher is high. George and Mallery (2003) provide more detailed categories of reliability values as rules of thumb (i.e., >0.9 “Excellent”, >0.8 “Good”, >0.7 “Acceptable”, >0.6 “Questionable”, >0.5 “Poor”, while <0.5 “Unacceptable”) (as cited in Khalid et al. 2012). From another standpoint, there are works in the literatures recommends using specific values of reliability according to the nature of the study since the reliability relies on a large extent on the use that is to be made of the results. For example, while Reid (1990) recommends that the reliability of
0.7 would be fair for survey instruments, some literatures recommend that the reliability should be about 0.9 or higher for important decisions (Cronbach 1990).

However, when using software (e.g., SPSS or SAS) for computing Cronbach’s Alpha, the researchers had better check not only the overall value of alpha, but also the correlation between an item and other items of the used scale, since such way plays a key role in assessing how well item’s score is internally consistent with composite scores from all other items, and then in deciding which item the researchers should revise or remove. De Vaus (2002) recommends that when the correlation is less than 0.3, then the correlation is weak and the researchers should remove that item. On this matter, the researchers can generally revise that item provided that re-pilot study again. A one thing the researcher generally should take into account that with increased sample size, the researchers can adopt value less than 0.3 (e.g., 0.2), since sample size affects the Cronbach’s alpha. In this regard, the present work strongly emphasizes that the researchers should not remove all the offending items at once, but rather remove the one that will help them the most, then re-run the reliability, and repeat. In addition, the present work reminds the researcher to use the new values of the items, which already need reserve scoring. Otherwise, they will have negative values for those items.

On the other hand, some say that when the researchers use accepted scales, they should use them without any modifying even if those scales have problems with respect to new checking of the reliability. Their arguments behind that are, the researchers will able then to compare their results with the results of others who have used those scales, and they only improve the reliability when developing. From another standpoint, the present work tends to recommend modifying the accepted scales when having problems with respect to the reliability since the researchers may use those scales in different culture, different time or even there is problems in the Back-Translation step. Therefore, the present work strongly emphasizes, according the experience, doing the Back-Translation professionally. It, however, recommended previously what the researchers should do with respect to such issue.

2. Suggestions for further research: thoughts for professionalism

Even though reporting pilot studies is rare in the research literature (Teijlingen van et al. 2001), the study of Friedman (2013) provided reasons to report the results of pilot studies, for example but not limited to, the results of pilot studies might be useful to others; meta-analyses studies incorporate not just the data from the large studies, but from smaller ones including the pilot studies; finally, if the pilot study does not lean to a full-scale trial, it may be particularly important for other researchers to understand why it did not. In fact, such reasons are logical. However, the present work strongly encourages and recommends that the researchers conduct and report their pilot studies fully since a well-conducted pilot study, in fact, can inform us about the strengths and weaknesses of the used scales as well as the initial outcomes.

Furthermore, since the sample size affect Cronbach’s alpha, the researchers should consider that issue, especially, when conducting pilot studies. However, according to the experience, the present work strongly emphasizes following the next steps to report pilot study well especially in the research which uses questionnaire or survey as a main tool for collecting data. (1) Conduct a pilot study first taking into account the issues discussed above including checking the reliability by Cronbach’s alpha, and put the initial results aside. (2) Conduct the main study taking into account checking the reliability again, and report the results. (3) Compare between those results (the initial and main ones), especially, with respect to the reliability. (4) Delete the items, which have common problems of reliability.

Reality, researchers face different research perspectives when conducting a research and some of them find such perspectives as obstacles, which make them confused to determine which way they should follow. The present work, however, finds such different perspectives as mercy, as it were, for researchers since they can chose, according to nature of the research and the condition of researchers themselves, what they find suitable for their research if they chose a clear and sound method.

3. Pilot studies in business sector: implementations and practices

The present research addressed in this work the importance of the pilot study for research and the most recommended practices of the most important quantitative methodological issues the researchers had better take into account when conducting the pilot study. However, in this section the present work strongly recommends following the most of its implementations and practices. On the other hand, talking about the implementations and practices of pilot studies in business sectors is really a wide topic since there are many different business sectors use such kind of studies. Therefore, the present research will address the most aspects of the implementations and practices of pilot studies in business sectors since such implementations and practices will consider as the common denominator amongst many different kinds of business sectors including marketing, and financial business sectors.
However, even though some consider doing pilot study is just a waste of time and money, others consider conducting pilot studies, especially in business sectors is an important step since such kind of studies could help such sectors to achieve its goals not only effectively, but also efficiently (i.e., to reach goals with low costs). In fact, conducting a pilot study helps the business sectors to reduce or to avoid the number of unanticipated problems, which cost such sectors a lot, by overcoming difficulties and the risks that the pilot study reveals.

As mentioned above, there are indeed different business sectors which use pilot studies before embarking the main project or before taking the final decision about the intended project. For example, business companies, which need realistically analyze and studying the impact of expansion, developing existing products, or producing new products, generally use pilot studies for such purposes. Banking sector is also another example of business sectors which uses the pilot study to map out for the companies which need borrowing, for example. Other business sectors such as services and software business companies, for example, also use pilot studies to analyze and to study the new ideas and the new programs in the markets and to check then both of the pros and the cons of such ideas and products.

However, even though conducting a pilot study provides us with limited information comparison with the main study and does not guarantee success in the latter, but it almost always provide enough data for a business sector to decide at least whether to go ahead with the main project. Therefore, conducting a pilot study at first may help many business sectors to save a lot of time and money, especially, for those like market and medical research centres. Reality, For example, research centres (i.e., market and medical research centres) almost always rely on feasibility and pilot studies before embarking with the main project since such kinds of researches cost the business a lot in case embarking with the main project directly and without conducting the pilot studies first. So, due to the nature of such kinds of researches, such business centres rely on pilot and feasibility studies to check the markets first or to check the new product and then to give the green light to a business sector to go ahead with the main project to develop an existing product.

Moreover, conducting pilot studies helps a business sector to design the research protocol and to assess whether such protocol is realistic and workable. Such thing will help a business sector to determine then what resources of finance and staffs are needed for the main study. In addition, conducting a pilot study will play an important role to convince funding bodies that the intended research team is competent and knowledgeable, also to convince such bodies that the intended projects is feasible and worth funding. Then, to convince the stakeholders that the intended project is worth supporting. On this point, Leon et al. (2011) mentioned that one of the most important implementations and practices in conducting a pilot study is that investigators, grant reviewers, and other stakeholders need to be aware of all sides of the pilot studies from to the essential elements to the limitations. Reality, the present work strongly tend to agree that such implementations and practices are reasonable and help business sector to reach goals with low costs in case the pilot or feasibility studies are done professionally.

All in all, different kinds of business sectors can use pilot studies to reduce the proportion of failed trials and allow funding bodies to finance the projects which feasibility has been demonstrated and quantified. Therefore, the present research strongly tends to agree what De Vaus (1993) recommended “Do not take the risk. Pilot test first”.
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